Amazing Health Cookbook by Barbara Watson
Eating nutritious meals is one of the ingredients of a balanced, healthy lifestyle, and this cookbook is packed with delicious plant-based recipes, tried and true favorites with a vegan twist, and innovative dishes to tempt your palate.

New Life Challenge Cookbook by Patricia Gilbert
With more than 70 illustrated recipes and 10 breakthrough principles, this cookbook will guide you to drastically

Global Café by Darlene Blaney
Don’t get stuck in a rut by preparing the same meals over and over—break out of your comfort zone and indulge your curiosity with the rich flavors and

Naturally Gourmet DVDs by Karen Houghton
The DVD series includes 14 enjoyable thirty-minute programs featuring host Karen Houghton. You’ll discover healthy tips for battling heart
based recipes to tempt your palate. improved health and lasting weight loss. aromas of international cuisine. disease, diabetes, obesity and more!

**On Sale.**

**Available as an eBook.**

**On Sale.**

---

**Transformation Set**


**Vibrant Life Subscription**

Share Vibrant Life and lead people to both better health and a lasting relationship with a loving God.